Remember!
We want all your plastic pots, tubs, trays and bottles in
your (insert details after ‘your’ in grey e.g. bag, box, bin)

Yes
A
 ll pots
(e.g. yoghurt pots)

All tubs
(e.g. ice cream and margarine tubs)

A
 ll trays
(e.g. microwave food trays)

No
Black plastic

(e.g. black ready meal containers
and black tubs)

F ilms

(e.g. peel-back lids)

Bags

(e.g. carrier bags and cereal bags)

All bottles
(e.g. drink bottles and detergent bottles)

A
 ll plastic lids

To learn more about your
improved recycling service, visit
www.localcouncil.gov.uk
Insert your phone number here in white
Insert your email address here in white

household
plastic packaging

You can now recycle
plastic pots, tubs and
trays with all your
plastic bottles
Don’t let a good thing go to waste

recycleforscotland.com
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Plastic pots, tubs,
trays and bottles
now go in the
same collection
Everything from yoghurt
pots and bakery trays to
shampoo and milk bottles
can now be recycled.

They get turned into new
products, like fleece jackets,
park benches and new
plastic packaging.
Compared to using raw
materials, this saves precious
natural resources and cuts
down on the amount of carbon
dioxide released in the
manufacturing process.

Top tips
Fact
It takes a quarter of the
energy to make a plastic
bottle from recycled plastic
as from new materials.

• Pop all plastic packaging in the same
recycling container as your plastic
bottles and put it out on the same day
as usual. Make sure there are no
plastic films, bags or black plastics.
• Remember, you can include plastic
pots, tubs, trays and bottles from
all around the house – not just
the kitchen.

Top stuff
The tops or lids from your pots, tubs,
trays and bottles can be recycled if
you put them on. Just remember to
crush the bottles before you put the
lids on.

• Remember to rinse them out
with old dishwater before recycling.

Plastic is
collected

What can’t we recycle?
At the moment we can’t collect
plastic films or plastic bags at
the kerbside. Plastic pots, tubs and
trays that are black in colour can’t be
recycled either.

The plastic is back on
shelf for you to buy in
as little as six weeks

The reason we can’t recycle black
plastics is that the sorting facility uses
machines which can’t recognise
that colour.

Fact

The recycled plastic is
now used in the production
of a new product

Recycling is collected and
delivered to a special
processing plant

Using the latest
technology all material
streams are separated

In Scotland we use around
150,000 tonnes of plastic
packaging each year.

Plastic elements
are melted and treated to
make new raw materials

